
One of The Learning Project’s programs, 
Writing with Design, cultivates incredible 
writing skills in preK–8th grade students. 
In this teacher’s story, the power of 
one aspect of Writing with Design, the 
performance rubrics, is showcased. Be 
prepared to be inspired!

For Holly Fouchia, a fourth grade 
teacher in Michigan, use of Writing 

with Design’s rubrics led to 
a record 44% increase in her 
school’s writing proficiency 
scores on the 2013 MEAP, 
Michigan’s state test. Having 
only 6 weeks of school prior to 
the assessment, Holly focused 
her writing instruction around careful use 
of Writing with Design’s rubrics, one of 
the components of the writing program.

LEARNING WHAT IT TAKES

“At the beginning of the year, my 
students’ papers often went drastically 
off topic, and the quality of their writing 
was below grade level. The rubrics 

helped them learn how to write quality 
sentences, and even a full page, focused 
on a single topic.” 

She attached a copy of the rubric to the 
top of each student’s desk. “The rubrics 
put writing in their terms so they knew 
what was expected of them. They knew 
exactly what great writing looked like.”

TURNING STRUGGLES INTO 
SUCCESSES

From using the individualized and 
whole class data the rubric provides, 
Holly knew exactly which aspects of 
writing her students were struggling 
with the most. “We began by working on 
openings and closings. Next, we focused 
on sophisticated word choice and details. 

“The rubrics put writing in their terms 
so they knew what was expected of 

them. They knew exactly what great 
writing looked like.”

From all of their hard work, students now 
can evaluate their own writing to make 
sure they have impressive openings and 
closings in their writings. Plus, vivid 
verbs and strong adjectives just jump off 
the page. It’s really incredible to see how 
much confidence they’ve gained. They 
are so eager to share their writings.”

To help them gain awareness of what it 
takes to score high on the rubrics, 
Holly guided her students in 
analysis of sample writings, 
having students discuss how 
they would score each criteria 
of the rubric. Next, they began 
to assess their own pieces, 

discussing in small groups and with her 
specifically what to change to increase 
their rubric scores.

Holly’s incredible use of Writing with 
Design’s rubrics transformed her 
approach to teaching writing and her 
students’ writing skills. Her advice to 
you, “Your students’ writing can only get 
better if you use Writing with Design.” 

Is your school ready?
The Learning Project’s Writing with Design provides a comprehensive, Common Core-

aligned approach to cultivating writing skills for preK–12th grade students. Visit
www.writingwithdesign.com to get started. Connect with us on Facebook and Twitter!

One Fourth Grade Class. Six Weeks. 
Impressive Results.
How one teacher’s use of Writing with Design translated into a 44% gain 
on the state writing test

CONTACT US!
www.writingwithdesign.com
Twitter:@WritingwDesign 
Find us on Facebook!
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